
SEXUAL & REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH ASL CLASSIFIERS 

Presented by Bethany Gehman

Sunday, April 11, 2021
12:00-3:00pm EST
Online via Zoom



ABOUT THE WORKSHOP

ASL uses space and movement through classifiers to show visual space
which may make interpreters and/or consumers feel uncomfortable with
its visual descriptions of sexual health topics. During this workshop,
participants will delve into the world of human anatomy, primarily
looking at the reproductive system, common classifiers and how to
accurately interpret sexual health topics such as menstruation,
contraception and erectile dysfunction.  Participants will explore various
classifiers to express visual pictures appropriately.

Understand the reproductive system and identify at least four
conditions that may lead to sexual health medical diagnoses.
Identify at least four instances when the signer can apply ASL's three-
dimensional spatial referents to sexuality content.
Develop and demonstrate the ability to use classifiers by utilizing
referents in 3-D space to practice sexuality-related scenarios and
human anatomy.

OBJECTIVES

I R I D  i s  a n  A p p r o v e d
R I D  C M P  S p o n s o r  f o r
c o n t i n u i n g  e d u c a t i o n

a c t i v i t i e s .

Workshop approved for 0.3 PS CEUs (or Medical in MI). 
Registration fee is $50 regardless of membership or certification.
50% refund if registration is cancelled in writing by March 27, 2021.
Target audience: Pre-certified and certified interpreters (Deaf, Deaf-
parented, hearing).
This workshop will be presented in ASL, other ADA accommodations
must be requested by March 27, 2021.
CWooD Professional Development promotes a learning environment
free from discrimination and bias, and encourages mutual respect for
all participants.
Contact Cindy Wood at cwoodpd@gmail.com with questions.

DETAILS

http://www.cwoodpd.com/


Bethany Gehman, M.Ed., an AASECT certified sexuality educator, has
more than a decade of experience in providing sexuality education and
professional training. She is currently working as a sexuality educator and
manager at Family Tree Clinic in St. Paul, Minnesota. Bethany provides
sexual health education for people of all ages, conducts professional
training, and promotes affirming and comprehensive sexuality education
in Deaf K-12 academic programs.

She also conducts sexuality interpreting training in order for interpreters
to provide better access for the Deaf, DeafBlind, DeafDisabled, Hard of
Hearing, and Late-Deafened communities. She strives to connect with the
community through her educational videos and interactions during her
workshops / training. She is a firm believer that advocacy and education
cannot happen without genuine connections. Learn more about Bethany
at bethanygehman.com.

REGISTER NOW! 

ABOUT THE PRESENTER

Check out more opportunities at cwoodpd.com!
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